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INTRODUCTION
In 2016, Swiss voters rejected proposals for a Universal Basic Income (UBI) in a referendum [Ref:
Financial Times ]. If passed, it would have seen all Swiss ci�zens receive a guaranteed yearly
payment, regardless of their employment status. Par�es opposed to UBI argued that it would damage
the economy by removing people’s mo�va�on to work, and incen�vise excessive immigra�on. In the
same year, the UK Government ruled out the scheme as unaffordable. [Ref: Independent ].
Nevertheless, UBI, touted as ‘the dangerous idea of 2016’, con�nues to a�ract support from across
the poli�cal spectrum. It was in the UK Green Party’s 2017 Manifesto [Ref: Guardian ] and is
championed by ex-Labour leader Ed Miliband [Ref: BBC ], but also by members of the libertarian
Adam Smith Ins�tute [Ref: Adam Smith Ins�tute ] and Silicon Valley entrepreneurs including Elon
Musk and Mark Zuckerberg [Ref: CNBC ]. For supporters on the le�, UBI promises to shi� power
from employers to workers by removing people’s dependency on work to earn a living. It has also seen
as a way of reducing income inequality, improving mental health [Ref: Independent ], protec�ng the
environment [Ref: Dissent ], and strengthening community cohesion [Ref: Huffington Post ].
Meanwhile, adherents on the free-market right see UBI as a way to strengthen, not replace,
capitalism. Opponents of basic income are similarly poli�cally diverse. Aside from the prac�cali�es of
implementa�on, the policy raises �me-old poli�cal ques�ons about the meaning of freedom, equality,
and community. To many of its cri�cs, UBI is seen as a concession for the on-going erosion of working
people’s rights and condi�ons [Ref: Guardian ]. Far from spreading wealth and opportunity, it would
amount to ‘wri�ng off a large number of people as not relevant to our tech-centric economy’ [Ref:
Technology Review ]. Central to this debate is whether UBI represents a solu�on to, or the
con�nua�on of, the many social and economic problems we face this century.
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DEBATE IN CONTEXT
This sec�on provides a summary of the key issues in the debate, set in the context of recent discussions
and the compe�ng posi�ons that have been adopted.

The changing world of work

The idea of a ‘basic income’ isn’t a new one, but it has been given new life by concerns that the
increasing automa�on of work (the subs�tu�on of robots and A.I. for human labour) points towards a
future without secure, well-paid, rewarding work for all [Ref: Guardian ]. However the extent to
which automa�on is removing our need for human labour, rather than changing the types of skills that
will be demanded of us, remains a hotly debated ques�on. [Ref: New York Times ] Some
commentators see UBI as a means of placa�ng middle-class unrest about the increasingly precarious
status of the professions. To cri�cs like David H. Freeman, it could be regarded as ‘a way of buying
these people off’, removing any pressure on those in posi�ons of responsibility to improve standards
of educa�on and training, and widen access to decent jobs for all. [Ref: Technology Review ] No
wonder UBI is popular among Silicon Valley elites, say cri�cs; it would reconcile the ‘precariat’ to a
future of insecure, short-term work and ‘disconnect large swathes of our popula�on from the posi�ve
aspects of working for a living.’ Others s�ll see in UBI the poten�al for a radical transforma�on of
labour rela�ons in general. Indeed, for philosopher Philippe Van Parijs, it represents nothing less than
a peaceful revolu�on - ‘a capitalist road to communism’ [Ref: Boston Review ]. Yet concerns remain
about whether we are technologically prepared for people choosing to withdraw their labour from
unpleasant or tedious but socially necessary jobs. So should we regard UBI as a decep�vely simple
policy that diverts us from more readily available solu�ons to our problems? Or is its imprac�cality
within the limits of contemporary society actually part of its appeal?

Freedom from work or freedom to work?

Those opposed to UBI accuse its advocates of ‘silver-bulletry’, presen�ng it as an almost utopian
remedy to a range of social and economic ills [Ref: New Statesman ]. UBI, on this view, is
symptoma�c of a technical approach to what are fundamentally poli�cal problems related to work,
inequality, and power. For cri�cs like the economist John Kay, ‘basic income is a distrac�on from
sensible, necessary and feasible welfare reforms.’ [Ref: Intereconomics ] Against this view, UBI is
advocated as part of a radical agenda for ‘a broader an�-work poli�cs’ [Ref: Dissent ] leading to ‘a
society that is premised on less work’ [Ref: IPPR ]. One of the key ques�ons in the debate about
basic income is what people will choose to do with the new freedom given them. For Michael
Bohmeyer, basic income would free people from the economic necessity of work, empowering them
‘to say “no”, and to ask the ques�on: how do I really want to live?’ [Ref: New Statesman ] By
contrast, former Labour MP Jon Cruddas sees the idea of UBI as embodying a defea�st a�tude about
working-class struggles for be�er working condi�ons: ‘It imports a sort of passive ci�zenship with no
sense of contribu�on. It doesn’t contest the sphere of produc�on, and it just retreats into a hyper-
consump�on’ [Ref: BBC ]. Furthermore the idea of the state making iden�cal payments to everyone,
from cleaners to billionaires, is considered morally unacceptable by many. Not only does universality
seem intui�vely unfair, UBI would also mark a significant change in the rela�onship of the state to its
ci�zens. The modern welfare state was originally conceived as a ‘safety net’ on which people could
rely in emergencies but whose support most people, most of the �me, would not depend. With UBI,
however, this will change: ‘Rather than there exis�ng pockets of state dependency, all of us will
become dependent.’ Added to this is ‘the worrying poten�al for a basic income to be used to enforce
a change in people’s spending habits and lifestyle.’ [Ref: Independent ] Would UBI transfer power
downwards – from the state to the ci�zen – or the reverse? What does the growing popularity of UBI
say about society’s a�tudes to work today?

Unknown territory?
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Although no country to date has implemented UBI at a na�onal level, it has been trialled on a smaller
scale in countries including India [Ref: Independent ], Canada [Ref: Quartz ], Finland [Ref: Wired ],
Kenya [Ref: New York Times ], and the U.S.A. [Ref: Jacobin ] Supporters of UBI point to these trials
as evidence of the scheme’s effec�veness. Cri�cs contend that the rela�vely short �me-frame and
small-scale of such experiments render them of limited use in predic�ng the likely effects of UBI
proper [Ref: New York Times ]. For instance, in none of these trials has basic income been paid to
people already securely employed. For Daniel Ben-Ami, these experiments do not prove whether large
numbers of people might decide to work less, in which case, without real improvements in
produc�vity, UBI might amount to ‘a savage cut in living standards’ [Ref: spiked ].

Costs and benefits

Opponents of UBI believe it would be imprudent to invest our hopes in a policy surrounded by so
many unanswered ques�ons. Firstly, who will pay for it? Proposals for UBI vary in the generosity of
their individual payments. Commentators sympathe�c to UBI emphasise its likely lower administra�ve
costs, as it would streamline a complex array of welfare benefits into a single payment. UBI is seen as
an efficient alterna�ve to what many regard as overly bureaucra�c and expensive welfare states
throughout the developed world. Since UBI is paid to employed and unemployed alike, it theore�cally
eliminates the so-called ‘poverty trap’ whereby individuals are deterred from working for fear of
having their benefits withdrawn. [Ref: iNews ] Scep�cs, on the other hand, point out that there will
s�ll be individuals with greater need under UBI. If basic income is �ed to need, then it might be more
expensive overall; if everyone is to be paid the same, then inequality may widen under UBI. [Ref:
Times ] Countering these pessimis�c forecasts, supporters claim that it will enable lower earners to
invest in their skills and re-training, just as middle-class workers do currently, thus boos�ng economic
growth and produc�vity in the long run. Moreover, any cost-benefit analysis must take into account
poten�al savings as a result of reduced crime and other social ills for which UBI has been proposed a
solu�on [Ref: Compass ]. So would UBI help us all prepare for the next wave of technological
change? Or would it force us once more to choose between equality and economic growth?

ESSENTIAL READING
It is crucial for debaters to have read the ar�cles in this sec�on, which provide essen�al informa�on
and arguments for and against the debate mo�on. Students will be expected to have addi�onal
evidence and examples derived from independent research, but they can expect to be cri�cised if they
lack a basic familiarity with the issues raised in the essen�al reading.
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Links to organisa�ons, campaign groups and official bodies who are referenced within the Topic Guide
or which will be of use in providing addi�onal research informa�on.
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IN THE NEWS
Relevant recent news stories from a variety of sources, which ensure students have an up to date
awareness of the state of the debate.
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